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“Huckleberry Bog” Nature Trail
On the Bristol Hills Branch of the Finger Lakes Trail

I

ntroduction: the next 1.8 miles of the orange-blazed trail offer numbered white metal tags
keyed to notes in this booklet. PLEASE LEAVE THE BOOKLET in the matching box at the
other end, or if you return by the 1.1 mile blue-blazed loop trail, YOU MAY RETURN IT TO
THIS BOX {PREFERRED}. PICK OR TAKE NOTHING!!

The fairly level trail (1770-1870’ elevation), entirely within Urbana State Forest, begins
its north end in a patch of young maples that was open field when this trail was laid out by a
Girl Scout troop in the 1960’s, then turns left just beyond the junction with the blue return
loop onto an old road that had four or five farms and homes along it during the 1800’s. Notice
that the roadside trees are larger, showing that they lined the lane when fields behind the
road were open. Rocks cleaned out of fields line the road edge, and apple trees are also
frequent. Local citizen Romayne Barrett says that people would still drive cars up this road
into the 1950’s when they came to the bog to pick “huckleberries,” as they were called, yet
“Bog Road” had ceased to exist on property maps as long ago as the 1930’s.
The old road we walk next is unfortunately not part of the state forest, so people on
ATV’s can use it legally, as can horseback riders. Endure. They may NOT, however, leave that
road to use our footpath in either direction!

Stop 1: “TASTY APPLES AND BITTER ROSE HIPS”

Tag #1 is on a tasty green apple tree on the left (north) side of the road, opposite a vigorous
rose bush that gives the trail maintainer hissy fits. Now there is more rose opposite tag #2.
These lining the pathway are Multiflora roses, a species from Asia that was widely planted as
wildlife cover and as natural fences. It has become an invasive pest in many areas. They do
provide nesting cover for a variety of birds, and the rose hips are edible and rich in vitamin C,
though not very tasty.

Stops 1-3
Note: Species in
all CAPS have
descriptions in
the back of this
booklet. The
numbers in
parenthesis after
each name refer
to the page where
a specific
description can
be found.

Note: When
viewing these
maps, up is not
always North.

Rose hips are the
fruiting body of a
rose bush that
can be picked in
the Fall, cut into
pieces, dried and
steeped in tea.

Stop 2: “TREES BEING EFFICIENT”

Tag #2 is on a SUGAR MAPLE(17). Behind it to the left is a very large WHITE ASH(17) that
grew up in the open. Without competition for light, it branched out close to the ground, creating a spread shape unusual for an ash. The WHITE OAK(17) to the right has most of its
branches growing toward the road’s available sunlight, so it must be younger than the ash.

East
White Oak

Apple Cluster
2

A bower is an
overhanging
branch that may
serve as shelter.

Blazed Sugar Maple
Big Ash
FLT

Stop 3: “RED OAK AND WITCH HAZEL”

Tag #3 is on a RED OAK(18), by a WITCH HAZEL(18) bower on the north side of the road,
whose wispy yellow flowers appear in October and November.

Witch Hazel
branches are
used as divining
rods to locate
ground water.
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Stop 4: “BARNYARD DETOUR”

Private Land

Young
Maples
Red Oak
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Young
Maples

Field Edge Stones

State Forest

Young
Maples

Old Road

FLT

Field Edge Stones

East

Norway
Spruce

Sugar
Maple
Coppice

Norway
Spruce

FLT

Stepping off the old road, just past a huge
RED OAK(18), takes you back in time.
You are now walking through young
SUGAR MAPLES(17) growing where a
farmer planted crops 40 years ago. How
many times might his
children have pinched their fingers while
piling the stones along the edge of the
field? During what months was this part
of their chores?
Notice the maple ‘coppice’ to the South
of the old road and the
HAWTHORNES(18) that lean over the
road just beyond the point where the trail
turns off the road. Also, look for owl pellets at the eastern base of the large oak.
Great Horned Owls seem to enjoy sitting
on the large branches above while digesting the night’s feast.

Stop 5: “MAPLE GROVE”

Tag #5 is on a broken-topped BLACK CHERRY(19) surrounded by many tiny cherry trees
growing from the inevitable fallen cherries. The first half of this cherry’s upper trunk split
off in 1993, and the second broke during a strong storm 2 June 2000. R.I.P., old cherry tree.
There is much less growth on the ground around the crowded young maples which have
shaded out the sunlight. They are so crowded that many die off each year.
House Foundation Hole

Ramp

FLT

A ‘Coppice’ is a
cluster of trees, in
this case maple, that
most likely grew
from multiple
sprouts out of a cut
stump.

“Haw” means hedge
and describes the
growth pattern of this
thorny shrub.

This is an ideal
location to listen for
the song of Red
Eyed Vireos in the
Spring saying, “See
me, here I am, up
here.”

Private Land

Old Road
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Young Maples

FLT

Barn Rocks
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Old
Maple
Small Rock
Foundation

Stops 4-6

Maps from 1857 &
1873 list the homestead owner as S.
Depew. Could Mr.
Depew’s sons have
traded plowshares
for swords and
fought at Shiloh in
1862?

Sugar Maples

Apple
Corner Rocks

FLT

North

Apple

Double-blazed Maple

Lady Ferns

Stop 6: “DEPEW HOMESTEAD”

Watch for the shapes of the stone barn foundations (obscured in summer by goldenrod and
raspberry canes). The ramp from the road led to the upper story of the barn where hay was
likely stored, while livestock chewed their cud below.
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Stop 6: “DEPEW HOMESTEAD” (CONT.)

Stops 6-9

Across the road, on private land, is the basement foundation hole of the Depew house. Maps
from 1857 and 1873 list S. Depew as the owner of this farm and the neighboring farm to the
east. A member of the Depew family still owned a large portion of vacant land into the
1930’s. The evergreens to the east of the house site are Austrian, or black pine (import).

White
Oak

East
Shad

Red
Oaks
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Stop 7: “WITCH HAZEL BOWER”

Number 7 marks what used to be a bower formed by
WITCH HAZEL(18) on each side of the road, with a
clump of shad just beyond. Notice the RED
OAKS’(18) dark smooth bark just beyond, opposite
#7, and compare with the pale flaky bark of the
WHITE OAK(17) 30 feet further east on the same side.

English settlers gave
witch hazel its name
based on its crooked
shape. “Witch” is an
Anglo-Saxon word
meaning “to bend.”

Witch Hazel
FLT

Stop 8: “SPLIT RAIL FENCE”
Split Rail Fence Remnant

8
FLT

Blazed
Red Oak
East

Old Road

If you look West of #8, you will see a remnant of split
rail fencing behind a tree. The fence was designed in
the alternating zig-zag style that, though wasteful,
avoided any need for vertical posts and the back
breaking work of digging the holes. This style didn’t
require expensive nails, hard to come by in days of
old, and it seemed like the wood supply would last
forever…

Stop 9: “SIGNS OF JOHNNY APPLESEED”

Old time farmers
used black locust for
fencing and claimed
that it lasted 2 years
longer than stone.
Modern scientists
have identified
natural fungicides in
the wood of Black
Locust trees.

The number 9 tag is on an immense overgrown apple tree.

Stop 10: “SWEET CHERRY PIE”

Sign #10 is placed on a WHITE ASH(17) tree, surrounded by a variety of cherry trees. Just to
the right of #10 is a small CHOKECHERRY(19). There is also a young BLACK CHERRY(19)
next to a much older sweet cherry, which was imported and forms part of the orchard. The
Depews most likely harvested this tree for the main ingredient of their sweet cherry pie.
A large mound of Graystem Dogwood in the center of the clearing tells the tale of the
initial stages of field succession. Early summer’s sprouting asparagus shoots stand guard
over the homestead, as do the immense lilacs that bloom in springtime. As you poke around
behind the house, imagine the view from here when the hill was cleared.

Stop 11: “TAKE A PEEK, CHESAPEAKE”

Sign #11 marks the east end of the home site and is located on another WHITE ASH(17) tree.
As you pass by this stop, take a peek at the culvert that crosses underneath the Old Bog Road.
Through this culvert, water drains from the bog and heads North, downhill to the productive
mucklands below at an elevation of 1200 feet above the tides. The mucklands then drain into
Fivemile Creek which heads west down the valley toward Kanona and the Cohocton River.
The Cohocton River then flows South to the Susquehanna River which pours 19 million
gallons of fresh water into the Chesapeake Bay each minute. Imagine, the water flowing
through this pipe carries nutrients all the way to the largest and most productive estuary in
the United States, home to over 3600 species of plants and animals.

MAP OF OLD DEPEW HOMESTEAD AND STOPS 10-12 CAN BE
FOUND ON THE NEXT PAGE

The songs of Blackcapped Chickadees,Ovenbirds and
Hermit Thrushes
can be heard all
along Old Bog Road
in the Springtime.

Note: This map
contains stops 10-12.
Their descriptions
can be found on the
next page of text.
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Stops 10-12
Well? Outhouse?

N

Apple and Cherry
Home Foundation, S. Depew 1857
Greystem
Dogwood

Foundation
Sweet Cherry

Lilacs
Asparagus

Choke Cherry
Ash

10
FLT

Milkweed

White Ash

11

*******

Apples

Grapevine

***

Black Cherry

Ashes

When passing the
homestead, try to
imagine the aroma of
Mrs. Depew’s homemade cherry pies
cooling near an open
window on the east
side of the house.

Periwinkle

Old Bog Road
North Outlet of Bog that finally
runs South (see #46)

12
Blazed
Ash

FLT

The Cohocton River
was once called the
Conhocton, but the
“n” was dropped as
time went by. The
local Trout
Unlimited chapter
still uses the original
moniker.

Stop 12: “A SETTLER‘S GARDEN”

Opposite #12 are several kinds of plants including a dark green creeper known by two
names. Plantings of the delightful imported PERIWINKLE(19) (a.k.a. Myrtle) provided
a comforting atmosphere to the settlers carving their new homes out of the wilderness
and when found in the forest, is a sure sign of previous human habitation. Just beyond
#12, the FLT turns south on an old lane remnant beside the bog. Continuing east on the
old road would lead to the site of an 1800’s school house a half mile distant. Notice the
appearance of RED MAPLES(20) as we near the bog.

Stop 13: “NAMESAKE OF THE BOG”

Sign #13 is on a BLACK CHERRY(19) amidst RED MAPLES(20), across from a SUGAR
MAPLE(17). We start to encounter a lot of HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRY(20), those twisted
brittle bushes that form the main growth in the bog and provide the “huckleberries” of local lore. As the soil changes in this area, wonderful patches of several kinds of CLUB
MOSSES(21), or Lycopodia, are to be found.
N
Black Cherry

13
Cinquefoil

FLT
Sugar Maple
Tiny Shad

Canada
Lily

Tree Clubmoss (Obscurum)

Star Flower

Highbush Blueberry

Red Maple bark was
once used in making
black ink and dyes.
The Red Maple is
Rhode Island’s state
tree.
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Stops 13-16

Stop 14: “FOR THEE I PINE, AND BALSAM TOO”

Sign #14 is on a WHITE PINE(22). If you look down on the ground you will also see a
plethora of RUNNING PINE(20), which has scaly looking leaves that resemble cedar.
N

White
Pine

15

Red
Maple

Small
Beech

FLT
Yellow Birch
(Old Sign)

Pinkster
Azalea

Highbush
Blueberry

14

Stop 15: “PORCUPINE SIGN”

Sign #15 is a 1992 Nature Trail sign posted on a YELLOW BIRCH(22). Slender
PINKSTER AZALEAS(22) have blossoms during the second half of May that exude a
delicate fragrance. The 1992 sign was made of plywood. Porcupines chewed at this one
and 70 others, which is why we now use metal tags.

FLT

Club mosses are fern
relatives that reproduce with spores.
They are small,
ground-hugging
plants now, but 400
million years ago
they grew as large as
trees. The spores of
some species are
very flammable, so
were used as flash
powder for early
photography and
theatrical special
effects.

The 5 letters of the
word W-H-I-T-E
help us remember 5
needles.

Red Oak

Stop 16: “LEATHER LEAVES”

30’

At the turn of the
20th century, 1 in
every 4 trees here
was American
Chestnut, but within
40 years, 3.5 billion
of them died.

16

Trailing
Arbutus

Black Oak

20’

Sign #16 is on a RED OAK(18) tree.
Across the road is a patch of
TRAILING ARBUTUS(23). You can
recognize this plant by its few, low
creeping 3” oval, dark green, leathery
leaves. If you are lucky enough to be
here in late April you may get a glimpse
of the tiny white flowers. At this spot
you can compare leaves of a BEECH(23)
tree and an AMERICAN CHESTNUT
(23) tree, since they can be confused.
The Beech has a
distinctive light gray bark.

Tiny Chestnut

Big Black Oak
N

Beech

The iceboxes that
preceded modern
refrigerators were
often built of
American Chestnut.
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Stop 17: “A GLACIAL INFLUENCE”

Stop # 17 is a clear overlook into the bog, an unusual wet spot at the top of the hill. It was
formed by a fragment of a glacier, which remained longer than the lowland ice. As it
melted, it left behind some odd things such as pink granite and some unusual seeds of
plants that belong further north. This explains the BLACK SPRUCE(24) that dot the bog.
HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRY(20) and Sphagnum Moss are “acidophiles” (acid lovers) and
can be seen around the bog along with ARUM LILIES(24) and a BUTTON BUSH(24) directly in front of the opening at stop 17.

Stops 17-21
Acidophiles are
plants that have
evolved to thrive in
soil with a low pH.

Stop 18: “RUN PINE, RUN”

Stop #18 gives you a chance to observe several species of ground cover. Compare
WOLF’S CLAW CLUBMOSS(21) with extensive RUNNING PINE(20) on the other side
of the trail (see map below). When the MAYAPPLES(25) at this stop are in season, they
are surrounded by STARFLOWERS(25) and CANADA MAYFLOWERS(25). Also look
for INTERRUPTED FERN(26) at the water’s edge.

This bog had its
beginning nearly
11,000 years ago
when the most
recent glaciers began
to retreat.

N
BOG

Interrupted
Fern

Cherry

Canada
Lily

White Pine

Sugar Maple

Black Cherry

Sugar Maple
Obscurum
(Tree Clubmoss)

Starflower

Wolf’s
Claw

Mayapples

FLT
18
Running
Pine

Yellow Birch

Stop 19: “RED PINE, WHITE PINE”

Sign #19 is on a WHITE PINE(22) on the side of the trail opposite the bog. If you look 30
feet beyond it, you can see a lone RED PINE(26).

As you hike around
the bog, watch for
woodpeckers that
live in the dead snags
throughout. This is
ideal habitat for the
black-backed woodpecker, a very rare
tree surgeon that eats
thousands of harmful
wood-boring grubs
each year. Any
confirmed sighting of
this bird should be
reported to the
FLTC.

Stop 20: “TO THE BEECH!”

Sign #20 is on a smooth gray young AMERICAN BEECH(23) on the south side of the
trail. On the opposite side (the bog side of the trail) you can see a smooth, gray striped
shad with an orange blaze on it..

Stop 21: “BOG VIEW TERRACE”

As you approach #21, you can see the three-pronged fern, BRACKEN(26), and a
STRIPED MAPLE(27) to the left. Sign #21 is opposite the observation deck that was
built in 1997 as a National Trails (three-)Day Project. The project was funded by Outdoor
Research, a clothing manufacturer. If you stand on the bench, you can see the busy bird
life. As you walk up the ramp, it is framed with deciduous holly bushes and there are
HIGHBUSH BLUEBERRIES(20) in front of the deck. On either side of the deck are
ARUM LILIES(24), BLUE FLAG(27), and Sphagnum Moss humps.

The observation
deck was built by
members of the
FLTC and
volunteers from
Eastern Mountain
Sports.

MAP OF BOG VIEW TERRACE AND STOP 21 CAN BE FOUND ON
THE NEXT PAGE
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Stop 22, Blue Spur

N
Red Maple

21
Cherry

Bracken

Blue Flag
Arum Lily
(In Bog)

FLT
Young Shad

Red Oak

Cinnamon Fern

Bog

Elevation
1890 ft.

Deck

Striped Maple

While resting on the
deck, one can almost
imagine Pleistocene
megafauna feeding on
the bog vegetation.
Can you hear the
trumpeting of
Mammoths?

Highbush Blueberry

Deciduous Holly
Dendroideum Tree
Clubmoss
Water Edge

Stop 22: “RING AROUND THE CHESTNUT”

Stop #22 is where the orange trail turns south away from the bog. At this stop, you can
see several large RED OAKS(18) and an AMERICAN CHESTNUT(23). The chestnut
has a dbh of 5” and is surrounded by RED MAPLES(20). It is hard to imagine that the
chestnut was once the dominant canopy in the 1900’s until nearly all were killed by
blight caused by a fungus. Who knows, this tree may one day produce seeds that are
disease resistant.

The abbreviation
dbh means diameter
at breast height.

Bog
Red Maples
Dead
End

5” diameter American
Chestnut
Red Oaks

Blue Spur Trail

When exploring the
Blue Spur dead end,
be careful not to
venture onto the
Private Land to the
West.

FLT

22
Double-Blazed
Red Maple

Orange
Trail

“BLUE SPUR DEAD END”

Beech

This short (.10 mi.) one-way spur curls around the west side of the bog on a skinny path
carved in the nearly constant ground cover of lowbush blueberry. Look for both small
and large WHITE OAK(17) (flaky light gray bark, leaves with rounded lobes, in contrast
to RED OAKS(18) at the beginning of blue spur), as well as a thrilling number of
CHESTNUTS(23) 10 and 12” dbh near the bog edge. Also along the “shoreline” are
small shad and enough azaleas to perfume the whole area in late May, first of June. A
fine azalea is at water’s edge at the final overlook, just before which there is a clump of
black spruce on the right (bog) side. See Map on next page.

The Blue Spur Dead
End detour provides
the explorer the
opportunity to feel
what it must have
been like to walk
among local old
growth trees. The
oaks are immense
and their lack of low
branches indicates
that they grew up in
the shadow of other
giants.
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Cattails
Great
Hemlock

White Pine

GLOP

Lowbush
Blueberry

Bog
Hemlock

White Pine

Blue
Spur

BLUE SPUR DEAD END

Just past a damp spot on the right
followed by cut-up fallen red oak
branches are two clumped
YELLOW BIRCH(22) toward the
shore. Notice yellow birch roots
crossing the path here. Handsome
large RED(18) and WHITE OAK
(17) and HEMLOCK(27) grace the
outer end of the blue spur, while
WITCH HAZEL(18) bowers line
the earlier portion. Look for the
Great Hemlock on the left with an
opening at its bottom. Also look for
the huge bird’s nest (hawk? crow?)
in the top of a large oak just behind
and to the right of the Great Hemlock. Return the same way to
orange trail after blue spur ends at
bog overlook.

Stop 23: “A SPRINGTIME SWIM”

At #23 we reach a vernal (springtime) pool, dry sometimes later in the year. This area
features the first stages of successional trees, those that crop up first in the open sunlight
of a disappearing field, such as the aspens between the main bog and this wet spot. They
are soon replaced by more shade-tolerant species when the QUAKING ASPENS(28) die
young or fall over easily in the wind. The BIGTOOTH ASPEN(28), however, often live
to great size.

Stop 23

A distillation from
the bark of Hemlock
trees was used in
tanning leather until
the late 1800’s, so
most of the hemlock
we see has grown up
since then.

Listen for ovenbirds
here in the spring.

The light-gray
smooth bark of
young quaking aspen
is a favorite food of
beaver, as you’ll see
around #40, where
even 12” dbh aspen
have been felled.

Quaking Aspen
Both Sides
Large Bigtooth
Aspen

N

Highbush Blueberry

Blazed Sugar
Maple

Bigtooth Aspen
Rock: Glacial Erratic?
White Pine
Vernal Pool

23

Young Quaking Aspen

Sugar Maple

Young Quaking
Aspen

Sensitive Fern

CHECK IT OUT!
By the time you
reach the vernal pool
you should be well
tuned to the soul of
the bog. Only those
most tuned in will
cause bubbles to rise
in the vernal pool as
they pass by this
area.

Lady Fern (tall)

Lowbush Blueberry

FLT
Young Red Oaks
Sugar Maple
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Stops 24-25

FLT
Norway Spruce
next to White
Pine

Stop 24: “ONE PARTICULAR
SPRUCE”
Yellow Birches

24

Sign #24 marks a patch of YELLOW
BIRCH(22) and a very unique NORWAY
SPRUCE(28). The only way this odd little
tree came into existence was by the
assistance of a squirrel...or bird… in 19??.

Stop 25: “SUFFERIN‘ SASSAFRAS”

Stop #25 is an odd spot that just becomes more odd through the years. The #25 tag was
on a YELLOW BIRCH (22) (bark features horizontal birch strips with a golden cast) only
150 feet further along the trail from tag #24, but some self-centered genius stole the tag.
A line of large RED OAK (18) surround a damp area just after the trail leaves younger
trees, mostly aspen and smaller yellow birch. There used to be a SASSAFRAS (29) tree
but it died in 1994, leaving a few scattered babies in the area. They are identifiable only
when their mitten-shaped leaves are out, so look carefully along the ground, but they
don’t seem to be succeeding. We would be thrilled to learn from you that another sassafras has started up! Now “25” is painted on a post installed to hold the “passport stamp”
for our PASSPORT HIKE series, which you can learn about online or from our office.

A pleasant tea can be
made by boiling
pieces of the outer
bark of sassafras
roots.
In 1492, Columbus
was said to have
sniffed the nearness
of land by the scents
of sassafras.

Wet Spot

Big Red Oaks

Yellow Birch

American
Chestnut

North

Baby Sassafras

Striped Maple

Striped Maple
Vernal Pool

Yellow Birch

25

Yellow Birch
Red Oaks

Witch Hazel
FLT

“THE HUGGING TREES”

No need to put a numbered tag on The Hugging Trees, an unusual entwined RED
OAK(18) and HEMLOCK(27) probably over 100 years old. Logger whimsy in the
past must have spared this pair, since they are bigger than their neighbors. Beneath
these giants no young trees grow, but there is an understory of interesting plants:
look for SARSAPARILLA(29) throughout, and a few PINK LADY SLIPPERS(29),
an orchid blooming around June 1st.

Hemlock is
Pennsylvania’s state
tree.
The blossom of the
Pink Lady Slipper
acts like a temporary
trap for bees. As they
struggle to escape,
they become covered
in pollen that is then
deposited in the next
flower they visit,
assuring
cross-pollination.
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Stop 26
FLT
Low bush blueberry
Large Beech
Sarsaparilla
Indian Cucumber Root

The Hugging Trees
are one of the most
unusual sights along
the Bristol Hills
Branch of the Finger
Lakes Trail.

Hugging Pair

Red oak

Hemlock
Pink Lady Slippers (Bloom in late
May-Early June) One odd year, they
bloomed in mid May, though.

Notice how some of
the woodpecker
holes in the
Hemlock tree have
healed to form
interesting shapes.

N

Stop 26: “THE KIDNAPPING OF THE PINK FLAMINGO”

The TUPELO(30) tree at #26 was special enough that this trail was slightly rerouted to
pass by here. While the main bog features plants from the north, the tupelo is a southern
tree at its far northern reach. Walk all the way around the tupelo to see the deeply furrowed bark. The lovely stand of ROYAL FERN(30) used to include a pink flamingo, but
some insensitive clod took it. Look for the CINNAMON FERN(30) on the “island.”

The furrows in the
bark are greatest on
the back side of the
Tupelo tree. Is this
due to the amount of
sunlight, water, or an
effect of leaning?
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26

Red Oak

Wet Spot
Royal Fern
Tupelo

Highbush
Blueberry
Sugar
Maple
FLT

Cinnamon
Fern

An extensive spread
of Indian Cucumber
Root lines the trail
just south of the
tupelo tree, mixed
with Lowbush
Blueberry.

Indian Cucumber Root

North
Water Edge
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Stop 27: “SEDGES HAVE EDGES”

Stops 27-30

Stop #27 marks another special spot. Pennsylvania sedge carpets this sudden hickory
garden. SHAGBARK HICKORY(31) and a Bitternut Hickory are scattered throughout
this “grassy” glade with a seasonal streamlet across it. One big Bitternut fell across the
trail about 2007, letting us see even better the row of holes made by a yellow-bellied sapsucker. Yes, that’s a real bird, no joke. (See Map).

Hemlock

Sugar Maple

Ash
Greenstem
Ladyfern

Shagbark
Hickory

Sedges are similar in
appearance to
grasses, but “sedges
have edges.”

Shagbark
Hickory

27

One cord of hickory
wood gives the btu
equivalent of 1.12
tons of coal, 175
gallons of fuel oil, or
24,000 cubic feet of
natural gas.

Bitternut Hickory
W/ Sapsucker Holes
Eastern Hophornbeam

Blazed Sugar
Maple

North

Red Stem
Ladyfern
Pennsylvania Sedge (Not Grass)
Shagbark Hickory

FLT

Stop 28: “NATURE’S PRESERVE”

Sign #28 is on a huge RED OAK(18) amongst HEMLOCKS(27) with a fallen
AMERICAN CHESTNUT(23) behind it, a tribute to the longevity of that rot-resistant
wood, since there have been no living chestnuts of that size in our lifetimes. This particular trunk fell over in 1996 but the tree had probably died by 1910. By now it looks
like a hollowed-out wooden canoe behind the big oak with the number tag on it, since
it’s finally disappearing into the forest duff. Some of the oldest stumps scattered about
are chestnut stumps.

Stop 29: “SQUAW ROOT TAKES ROOT”

Sign #29 is on a WHITE PINE(22) and marks the spot where SQUAW ROOT(31) has
been seen on the ground, 2 ft. south (left) of #29. Look for it in June. Naturally, it hasn’t
popped up here since 1998; however, its strange beige knobby eruptions can be seen anywhere in this oak neighborhood in June. Back to the north, in the bushes, at least a half
dozen young LADY SLIPPERS(29) are growing.

The holes made by
the sapsuckers are
quite clear. Some
holes form rings
completely around
the tree and have
caused an interesting
scar pattern on the
bark of the trees. Be
sure to look for them
here.

The ubiquitous
stump fences that
served as property
boundaries are most
likely the stumps of
Chestnut trees.

Stop 30: “DELICATE INDIAN CUCUMBER ROOT”

Sign #30 is on a young WHITE OAK(17). Opposite this tree is an AMERICAN CHESTNUT(23). Look for INDIAN CUCUMBER ROOT(31) which is a delicate green stemmed
plant with two levels of flat leaf stars. These “stars” are separated by sections of stem
measuring several inches.
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Stops 31-34

Stop 31: “BLACK BIRCH AND MANY MORE”

Sign #31 can be found on a WHITE ASH(17) with RED MAPLES(20) to its left and an
upended tree root on the opposite side of the trail. On the sign side of the trail there is a
2” BLACK BIRCH(32) and adolescent AMERICAN CHESTNUT(23) sprouts. INTERRUPTED FERN(26) lines the trail and Lowbush Blueberry is scattered about. A large
BLACK BIRCH(32) stands 15 ft. behind #31 and beyond that is an 8”dbh chestnut tree.
Thirty feet to the north (back toward #30), PARTRIDGEBERRY(32) lines the path.

The famed
Louisville Slugger
baseball bat comes
from white ash
stands in northern
Pennsylvania and
western New York.

Stop 32: “LOSING YOUR FOOTING”

Sign #32 is on a BLACK CHERRY(19). In very early June, PINK LADY SLIPPERS(29)
in bloom can be seen on the rotting stump across from the BLACK CHERRY(19). Notice
the STRIPED MAPLE(27), another opportunistic sprout that grows in new sunny spots.
You can also see a blazed BLACK BIRCH(32) with an unusual root system. What
conditions do you think led to such a strange sight? Hint: the title of this stop gives you a
clue.

FLT North

Fermented Black
Birch sap may be
used as an ingredient
in birch beer.

Black Cherry
Striped Maple

32
Lump with Lady
Slippers (June 1)

Shad

White Pine
Black Birch
Grown

Witch Hazel

Bigtooth Aspen

Early American
pioneers were
convinced that white
ash leaves, when
stuffed in boots or
leggings, were highly
offensive to
rattlesnakes and
prevented bites.

Witch Hazel

Stop 33: “TREES, TREES AND MORE TREES”

Sign #33 is on a BLACK BIRCH(32), with a shad 5 ft. to its left, and an AMERICAN
CHESTNUT(23) sprout 2 ft. to its right. A MAPLE LEAF VIBURNUM(32) bush is also
here.

Stop 34: “TREES THAT STRETCH THEIR ARMS”

Sign #34 draws attention to the process of succession. Notice the line of larger trees,
particularly visible on the sign side of the trail. The trees to the north are mature even
though they were most likely logged in the distant past. South of this the trees are
much younger and are dominated by sun-loving species. Notice how the main
branches of the edge-line big trees grow toward the available light of previously open
fields. The next 4-500 feet of trail southward from #34 continue adjacent to a large pool,
big trees along its edge (some of which have obviously fallen across the trail) and
much younger trees to the east, your left, in what was once the field. Remnants of fencing were found in the ground along the pool when this trail was built in 1992, so there
was grazing in the field.

Peltatine, an
experimental drug
used to treat cancer,
is taken from the
Mayapple.

We have found
ducks in this pool! A
barred owl was also
seen here 6/23/00.
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Stop 35: “NATURE IN FLUX”

Sign #35 is on a HAWTHORN(18). Between here and stop #34, back to the north, the
trail wanders through an area of young trees typical of first growth after open field.
While the area between #23 and #22 grew up into aspens, this spot was seeded by some
older neighbor trees to WHITE PINE(22), mixed with both QUAKING(28) and BIGTOOTH ASPEN(28) as well as RED MAPLE(20). Some of the white pine are dying because they are shaded out by faster-growing neighbors, so this area will change greatly
in the next few decades.

Stop 36: “JACKS-IN-THE-PULPIT”

Sign #36 is on a double blazed WHITE ASH(17), to draw attention to the local JACK-INTHE-PULPIT(33) plants. Although their placement changes annually, there are always
some below and to either side of #36. More dying WHITE PINES(22) follow with an occasional PAPER BIRCH(33) visible, another sun-lover in the early successional parade
from open field to forest.

Between Stop 36 and 43: “THE NURSERY”

Cross edge of old field, where all the rocks were tossed, then old Wixom Rd., which led
to the Freewill Baptist Cemetery, which can still be visited off the intersection of Wixom
and Reservoir, into what I call “The Nursery.” This area was selectively logged with an
eye to improving the timber stand in 1988. Remember that this is the DEC’s mandate for
state forest lands.
Building the trail through here took an inordinate amount of work to clear the
post-logging debris down to ground level, and continues to require extra work to keep
the eagerly sprouting new growth at bay within a narrow path. Bob Muller and Steph
Spittal deserve ribbons for the several days’ work they put into clearing a path in order
to fulfill my fantasy of creating a nursery path here to show post-logging growth.

Stops 35-39

Calcium Oxilate
crystals will become
imbedded in your
mouth and cause a
severe burning
sensation if you eat
the stalk of the Jackin-the-Pulpit.
Native Americans
peeled sheets of bark
from paper birch
trees for use in
making canoes,
wigwam covers, cups,
boxes and other
utensils.
CAUTION: peeling
sheets of bark from
paper birch trees
kills them!

Stop 37: “HORNBEAMS AND HAZELNUTS”

Sign #37 is on an AMERICAN HORNBEAM(33), with an AMERICAN HAZELNUT(34)
growing immediately to its left. RUNNING PINE(20) (lycopodia) also run amok here.

Stop 38: “BEAVER VANDAL”

Sign #38 is missing. It used to be right between #37 and #39, but in 1997 a beaver from
the gunk north of the trail took both the BEECH(23) tree and its sign.

Stop 39: “A BOUQUET OF SCENTS”

FLT “North”
Lycopodium
Obscurum

True North

Sweet Fern
Lowbush
Blueberry w/
Gaywing in
May

FLT

Baby Black Birch

Sweet Fern

39

Stump

Sign #39 is nailed to a stump in the path that WAS
surrounded by SWEET FERN(34), which has a
divine odor if you crush a few leaves. Its time in this
brief sunny spot post-logging has already waned, so
very few samples are left. There were also hundreds
of skinny young trees in the background on the
south side, mostly BLACK BIRCH(32), growing like
crazy in the new sunshine, but the beaver who
moved in have removed most of them, as you can
see. Find one that’s still there, and break a twig to
smell Pepto-Bismol! Just past #39 is a patch of Lowbush Blueberry, which is thickly mixed with GAYWING(34), or Fringed Polygala, in early May, a
bizarre little magenta flower. Now that the beaver
have reduced what was increasing shade from the
growth of young black birch, will the sweet fern
return?

The quantity of
sweet fern is already
declining as the
sunlight here is
reduced each year by
the thickening
re-growth of younger
trees.
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Stop 40: “THE NAUGHTY BEAVER”

Stops 40-43

Sign #40 is on a coppice maple. It is likely that a few of the shoots will survive to form a several-trunked tree. Baby BLACK BIRCH(32) grow thick on the left, with a young WHITE
OAK(17) 10 ft. to the left of #40. At a corner of the trail to the right, you can see a large BIGTOOTHED ASPEN(28) felled during the week of 10/10/96 by a maddening beaver who took
up residence in the area in the spring of ‘96. The aspen teetered for months gnawed partway
through. Once grounded, the smaller branches near the tree top were dragged back to the
beaver’s lodge and stored for food to guard against the winter. A half dozen PINK LADY
SLIPPERS(29) , a surprising forest orchid, were seen blooming in 2004 in the area between
stops 39 and 40. Look for them in late May or early June, and do NOT touch them! They are a
protected treasure.

Aspen bark contains
salicin, an ingredient
in modern aspirin.

Stop 41: “GIRDLING FOR DIVERSITY‘S SAKE”

Girdling is an
effective forester’s
tool that eliminates
trees of no timber or
seed value and
provides a benefit for
nesting birds.

Stop 42: “BEECHES, HAZELNUTS, AND PINES, OH MY!”

Hazelnut wood
makes a fine drawing
charcoal for artists.

Stop 43: “HOP, SKIP, AND A HORNBEAM”

The wood of Hop
Hornbeam is very
hard and strong, and
was used for ox
yokes, or “horn
beams.”

Sign #41 is near a white-barked PAPER BIRCH(33), a tree that, like white pine, can grow up
only in open sunshine. Notice the young WHITE PINES(22) crowding the trail to the south,
struggling to survive overcrowding and increasing shade as the logged openings fill in again.
A few feet further south the trail passes between 2 large old white pines which have been
killed by girdling, or cutting through the bark all the way around. The result is that the food
conduits just inside the bark are severed and the tree succumbs. Soon these two will fall over,
since they were girdled in 1988, and are approaching the consistency of dust.
Sign #42 is on a major WHITE PINE(22) opposite some AMERICAN HAZELNUT(34).
Young AMERICAN BEECH(23) trees on both sides are typically sending their
horizontal branches out into the path.
Sign #43 marks an EASTERN HOP HORNBEAM(35) with MAPLE LEAF VIBURNUM(32)
behind. Sensitive Fern and MAYAPPLES(25) grow around the bog bridging.
PARTRIDGEBERRY(32) grows on the ground in front of a WHITE PINE(22). In late
summer, look for turtlehead blossoms, 1.5” long whitish fleshy flowers, growing next to the
bog bridging.
White Pine

44

Partridge Berry

Large Red Oaks

Bog bridging
(Sensitive Fern)

Wet Spot

M
ap

Eastern Hophornbeam

43

FLT North
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White Pine needles
contain 5 times as
much vitamin C as
an equal weight of
lemons.
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Stop 44: “DON‘T EAT THE PARTRIDGEBERRIES”

Stops 44-46

Sign #44 can be found on a WHITE PINE(22). This stop also allows a good look at
PARTRIDGEBERRY(32) found below the tree, growing close to the ground.

Stop 45: “WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE”

Sign #45 is on a BLACK BIRCH(32) at a continually flowing stream that runs south into
Glen Brook and creates a spectacular glen in Hammondsport. This water then flows
northward from Keuka Lake, into Seneca Lake, then on to Lake Ontario, northeast
through the St. Lawrence River and into the North Atlantic. INTERRUPTED FERN(26)
grows on the same side of the creek; Lady Fern is on both sides.

Stop 46: “CHRISTMAS, WINTER, AND INDIAN PIPES”

Note the irony of
this. The South
outlet ends up in a
northward
watershed, while the
north outlet ends up
in a southward
watershed.
(See #11-12)

Sign #46 is just beyond the stream and represents the terminus of the nature trail. Look
off the trail a little to find our only patch of CHRISTMAS FERN(35). Then walk
between PARTRIDGEBERRY(32) and WINTERGREEN(35). You may even see
INDIAN PIPES(36) here in July.
Orange

Blue Loop (North)

(South)

Wintergreen

White Oak
Map & Trail
guide box
Partridge Berry

Indian Pipes (July)

Eastern Hophornbeam

46

Large Red Oak
Red Maples

FL
T
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Please
remember to
return this
trail guide to
the box at
this end, or
to the other
box at the
end of the
blue trail.

Christmas Fern
South outlet of bog
that finally runs
north (see #12)

FINAL NOTE:

The distance to the
other guide box
along the blue trail is
1.22 miles.

Please return this guide to this box OR RETURN TO THE BEGINNING BOX
IF YOU PLAN TO COMPLETE THE LOOP. WE PREFER THE BOOKS
BACK AT THE NORTH END.

DO NOT TAKE THESE BOOKLETS!
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PARTING THOUGHTS:

This is the end (or beginning) of the 1.8 mile orange-blazed nature trail, with another wooden box for the guide
booklets. If you are continuing on the Bristol Hills Branch Trail (orange), PLEASE leave your booklet in the box.
Or you can return via the blue-blazed 1.2 mile loop back to the original booklet box and return it there. PLEASE
DO NOT TAKE THESE AWAY FROM THE FOREST; if you want your own copy, send $10.00 to cover copying
and mailing costs to the Finger Lakes Trail Conference, 6111 Visitor Center Road, Mt. Morris, NY 14510. Better
yet, you can PRINT YOUR OWN COPY FOR FREE from the FLT website at fingerlakestrail.org.
Quantity rates for school groups can happily be negotiated. FLTC 585-658-9320 (fax 2390), or
FLTinfo@fingerlakestrail.org.
The blue trail was the original route through here, but a suggestion in the DEC’s Unit Management Plan
that the FLT build a trail over to the “Huckleberry Bog” started our creative juices flowing, especially once we
saw the varied and special forest around it. The new orange trail around the bog was built in the winter of 1992
by Stephanie Spittal, Irene Szabo, and Bob Muller, volunteers with the FLTC. Steph did most of the work
stealing drawings from books for the nature trail project, since Irene knew virtually nothing at the beginning.
Douglas Bassett, park naturalist at Letchworth State Park, helped us with many early identifications. Irene
continues to maintain this trail, built the blue spur around the west side of the bog in the winter of ‘96-97,
bought and painted the latest metal tag ID’s, and wrote this booklet mostly from Steph’s material.
Then in 2000 Wayland-Cohocton High School science teacher Rob Hughes was seized by the ambition
to transform the previous crude and homemade booklet (done on a typewriter! with hand-drawn little maps) into
a computerized beauty as a project in designing interpretive nature trails for his Advanced Placement Biology
classes of 99-00. Rob and his classes prepared all the text and maps, added more information in the sidebars, and
mapped the nature trails with a GPS. The school district has kindly donated the binders and laminating, as well
as the original color printing through three editions. Without all these gifts of time and materials, this booklet
would not exist, especially not in this new spiffy format. All of us who enjoy this hilltop thank our benefactors.
Irene Szabo
6939 Creek Road
Mt Morris NY 14510

treeweenie@aol.com
585-658-4321 (Fax –4438)

Special thanks to Charlie Mowatt, a DEC forester who took the time to help me see both the trees
AND the forest.
We gratefully acknowledge liberal theft of drawings and information from the following:
The Tree Identification Book, George W.D. Symonds; photography by Stephen V. Chelminski. 1958. Quill, NY
Trees of the Northeast Coloring Book, Stephen Bernath, Mildred E. Faust. 1979. Dover, NY
A Field Guide to Wildflowers Coloring Book, Roger Tory Peterson, Frances Tenenbaum. Illustrated by Peterson
& Virginia Savage. 1982. Houghton Mifflin, Boston.
Identify Trees and Shrubs by Their Leaves, Edward Knobel. 1972. Dover, NY
A Field Guide to the Ferns: The Peterson Field Guide Series, Boughton Cobb. 1956, 1963. Houghton Mifflin, Boston.
The Shrub Identification Book, George W.D. Symonds; photography by A.W. Merwin. 1963. Wm. Morrow & Co.,
NY

2010 EDITION
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SUGARMAPLE
(Acer saecharum):
The "hard maple" is valued
for both timber and syrup
made from its sap. Smooth
gay bark on young trees
grows into a wide variety of
rough texfures.

WHITEASH
(Fraxinus americana):
An upland tree with lightly
textured soft gray bark.
Leaves are compound, and
turn any color from yellow
through maroon in the fall.
The largest, most valuable
native ash, its wood is used
for baseball bats, tool
handles, and snowshoes.

WHITEOAK
(Quercus albn):
Leaves have rounded lobes,
and bark is a flaky light gray.
This tree is valued for its
hard, tightly grained timber
that is somewhat rot resistant
and as a result was once used
to make sailing ships and is
still used to manufacture
wine barrels.

RED OAK
(Quercus rubra):
A large tree with sharply
pointed, moderately lobed
leaves and rounded, not
angled, end buds on twigs.
Bark is dark and furrowed
with smooth strips. This
tree's timber is valuable and
its acorns provide food for
turkey, squirrels, and other
forest creatures.

WITCHHAZEL
(Hamamelis airgina):

A

small many-branched tree or
shrub with waxy toothed 3-4"
leaves. The branches form
overhead bowers. The
whispy little flowers appear
in October, then seeds take a
year to mature. The next fall
the nutlike pods open with a
pop to shoot seeds up to 20ft.

HAWTHORNS
(Crataegus spp:):
These are a widespread
group of very dense shrubs
with long thorns and smooth
or scaly bark. The fruits are
small, yellow to red, and
applelike and remain on the
plants all winter providing
food for numerous birds and
mammals.
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BLACK CHERRY
(Prunus serotina):
This is a native forest tree
which can grow very tall, and is
valued for its close-grained reddish lumber. Young trees have
shiny dark reddish bark which
changes to black and scaly.
Small cherries grow many to a
cluster. SWEET CHERRY trees
have bark with a metalic sheen
and hori zontal stripes.

CHOKE CHERRY
(Prunus airginiana):
Similar to Black Cherry but
smaller. Has egg-shaped,
sharp-toothed leaves with
hairless midribs. Bark graybrown and smooth. Flowers
are white and bloom AprilJnly. Fruits are purplish.

PERTWINKLE
(Vinca minor):
Trailing plant with shining
leaves. Flowers are blueviolet, about 1" wide, funnelshaped, with flaring lobes.
Commonly cultivated and
escaping to roadsides and
woods. It blooms in the
Spring.

RED MAPLE
(Acer rubrum):
A medium-sized tree with
smooth gr:ay young truck
bark and broken darker older
bark. Leaves 3- to 5- lobed,
much whitened and hairless
or hairy beneath. Notches
between leaf lobes relatively
shallow, base of terminal lobe
wide.

HIGH BUSH BLUEBERRY
(V accinium corymb o sum)

:

The "Huckleberry" in our bog's name. It is a
tall gangly brittle woody shrub with dangling
whitish jar-flowers followed by small blueberries in late July. People, birds, and I'm told
by local Marcia States, even bears like them, as
she recalls childhood trips to the bog with her
aunt, who refused to be put off her mission
with a bucket by a mere bear. Most of the
head-high shrub layer across the bog is this
bustu plus there are some scattered throughout the surrounding forest.

RUNNING PINE
(Ly c op o dium c ompl an atum) :
This is a creeping, irregularly

branching lycopodium that
grows in tangled masses on
the ground, with the occasional erect branch topped by
one or more cones on slender
stems. Leaves look scaly like
miniafure cedars, unlike the
tiny bristles of tree clubmoss.

TREE CTUBMOSS
(Lycopodium obscurum):
These plants look like tiny
umbrella trees. One vafiety,
dendroideum, is round in its
tiny branches cross-sections,
while obscurum has flatter
ones. Each kind forms colonies
from spreading rootstocks: a
colony 12ft. in diameter may be
over 100 years old.

SHINING CLUBMOSS
(Ly cop o dia Iu ci dulum) :
This one is a 5-6" tall, bright

evergreen, bristly-leaved plant.
is also called Trailing Evergreen
Clubmoss.

It

WOLF'S CLAWoT
(STAGHORN)
CTUBMOSS
(Ly cop

o

dium cl au atum) :

A densely leaved clubmoss with
upright branching stems that call
to mind deer antlers or wolves'
claws. Evergreery it was used
widely for Christmas decorations
so is no longer common in many
areas.

WHITE PINE
(Pinus strobus):
This is one of the "soft pines" with 34" Iong pliable needles in bunches of
5. Needing sunlight, they shade out
their own lower branches and cannot
survive in the shade of taller hardwoods. White pine was valued in
colonial times for ship's masts, but
they seldom grow that tall or straight
now due to a weevil that kills the
lead stem, causing the tree to branch
out into multiple trunks.

YELLOWBIRCH
tul a alle ghani e n si s) :
This tree has shiny yellow to
silvery grlay bark with slender
horizontal peeling curls.
Broken twigs give off
wintergreen odor (Pepto
(B

e

Bismol) but not as strongly as
Black Birch.

PINKSTER AZALEA
(Rho do den dr o n nu difl orum)
This is a slender bush with

:

dark gr.ay branches. Pink
flowers appear in late May,
sometimes before the leaves,
and have a subtle spicy aroma.
Dried blossoms and seed cases
may hang on through winter.

TRAILING ARBUTUS
(Epigaea repens):
This is a member of the heath
family and has evergreen oval
leathery leaves creeping close to
the ground. Tiny pink or white
flowers flare out from a short fube
in very early spring.

AMERICAN BEECH
(Fagus grandifolia):
Smooth gay bark, toothed leaves, and
gnarly roots showing in bumps above
the soil; the bark is tempting to those
who like to carve their initials, but this
can cause real harm to the tree. Such a
wound allows a Beech scale insect to
enter and eat the cambium layer, the
living part of the tree. Worse, the insect's excrement grows a potentially
fatalfungus as a secondary infection.

AMERICAN CHESTNUT
(Castanea dentata):
Chestnuts were a large dominant
canopy tree providing nuts for food
and a strong, rot resistant wood. A
fungus brought from Asia around
1900 nearly eliminated this tree within
L generation. Leaves are long, narrow,
with long-toothed edges. There are
several nuts in each spiny husk, if the
tree lives long enough to form nuts.

ff

BLACK SPRUCE
(Picea mariana):
This tree is a glacial leftover from
northern forest bogs and has short
dark stiff needles and stubby 1-2"
cones. The cones usually remain on
the tree for several years. Most black
spruce here are distant in the bog,
except for one clump next to the blue
spur trail on the right, just before the
end at bog's edge.

ARUM LILIES
(CaIIa palustris):
These plants are called Water
Arum or Wild Calla and is an
unmistakable water lily,
especially when blossoming.
Then a broad white spathe
clasps a short golden spadix
crowded with tiny flowers.
Leaves are large and heart
shaped, while fruit is a cluster
of red berries.

BUTTON BUSH
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(Cep h aI anthu s o c ci d e n t ali s) :
This is a shrub growing in
swamps or edges of ponds, has

small white flowers in dense
round balls, and blooms May
through August. The fruit is
also a dense ball, but smaller
and drier. It is an important
honey plant in some areas.
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MAY-APPLE
(P o dophyllum p elt atum) :
A large "umbrella" leaf is the sign of
this wildflower. In order to flower
and fruit, it must be mature enough
to produce 2 stems and leaves. In the
crotch of the two stems a 6-9 petaled
white flower blooms in, you guessed
it, May. A large lemon-like berry is
the edible fmit It is hard to find a
fruit not rotten or wormy. Look
before you taste!
,

STARFLOWER
(T rientalis b or e alis)
Starflower is a low plant with
5-10 green leaves all in the
s€une plane, and shows white
blossoms (usually in pairs) in
sufiuner.
z

CANADA
MAYFLOWER
(Mai anthemum c an a den s e) :
Note the deeply cleft, heartshaped leaf bases and fourpointed flowers. Berries white
with spots, later turning Pale
red. Often forms large bed.s. 36 in. Woods arul clearings.
itll -:r
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INTERRUPTED FERN
(O smun da clay to niana) :
This fern has its fertile leaves in the
center of the stalks in the middle of the
clump. After the spores are released,
these fertile leaves drop off,leaving an
interruption. Similar to Cinnamon
Fern in appearance, but usually in
drier locations, however some survives
beside a stream below #45, so much for
the books.

RED PINE
(Pinus resinosa):
This is a tall northern tree with
4-6" flexible dark green needles in pairs. Its cones are1.-2"
long and do not accumulate on
the tree as in black spruce.
This is a beautiful tree used
widely in reforestation efforts.
Although also called Norway
Pine, it is native to North
America only.

BRACKEN FERN
(P teri

dium a quilinum)

:

This is the conunonest of our
ferns and is strong and coarse.
It appears early and produces
new leaves all season. It often
grows in colonies of over kneehigfu wavyt dark Sreen, almost
horizontal leaves. The presence of this fern usually indicates poor or barren soil.

STRIPED MAPLE
(Acer pensylaanicum):
A small, slender, mostly northern
tree with distinctive green bark
vertically marked with white stripes.
Leaves are three-lobed, sometimes
with 2 additional small lobes near
base, lobes somewhat long-pointed.
The leaves are distinctively large.
This tree is also called Moosewood.

BLUE FLAG
(Iris prismatica):
This flower grows in the water
near the bog. It has a small
violet iris bloom in later June
atop a graceful sward-leaved
plant.

EASTERN HEMTOCK
(Tsuga canadensis):
This evergreen has very short
needles, but they are far less
prickly stiff than spruce, and the
cones are tiny knots. The real
give-away is the 2 white stripes
on the underside of the needles.
Look for hemlock in dark damp
gullies or dark north-facing slopes
in the forest.

QUAKING ASPEN
(P opulu s tr emuloi de s) :
This aspen has 3" wide heart-shaped
leaves which jiggle visibly and audibly
in the slightest breeze; hence its name.
These trees are among the first to grow
in abandoned fields, and can send up
clones from their roots, so spots in this
forest where aspens predominate were
farm fields not long ago. They have a
short life and are typically succeeded by
more shade-tolerant species. Leaves
turn yellow in the fall.

BIGTOOTH ASPEN
opulu s gr an di dentat a) :
The leaves of this aspen are
similar to the Quaking Aspen
in shape but the " teeth"
denting the edge are obvious,
and the bark is darker in color.
Some of these grow to great
size and age.
(P

NORWAY SPRUCE
(Picea abies):
Needles are dark green and
mostly less than 1 inch in
length. The twigs and
branchlets hang downward.
The cones are 4-6" long and fall
soon after maturation. This is
the only spruce in our area
with drooping branchlets and
large cones.

SASSAFRAS
(Sassafras albidum):
One of our favorites, this tree is
small to medium in size. The
distinct leaves appear to be
mitten-shaped. The durable
coarse lumber was once used for
barrels, buckets, posts, small
boats, dugout canoes, and fuel.

SARSAPARILLA
(Aralia hispida):
This plant is woody only at the
stem base, with once or twicecompound leaves. The twigs
and leafstalks are bristly-hatry.
Leaves arc 4-1/' long and it
bloomslune-August. The
fruits are blue-black.

PINKLADY SLPPER
(gyprUedium acaule):
This is a forest orchid the requires just the
right delicate combination of conditions in
order to flourish. It cannot be transolanted. so don't even think about iL
DON'T TOUCH! ffyou miss the magic
moment when the2-3" pink bladder of a
bloom is out, train your eye to notice 2
waxy green oval leaves that lie flat on the
ground the rest of the year, with distinctive
stripes or vertical pinches in the texfure of
the leaf. Found typically in acid soils.

TUPELO
(Nyssa aquatica):
This is a large tree typically growing in
damp areas, and is considered rare here.
The Tupelo, with its incredible furrowed
bark (on the bog side) at #26 is so tall
that you won't be able to see the oval
shiny leaves drawn here. There are a
few tall ones on the opposite side of the
vernal pool near #25 and there is one
young one with leaves at our level opposite the bog overlook at #17. See if you
can find it when the leaves are out.

ROYAL FERN
(Osmunda regalis):
This fern has large, widely
spaced leaflets which look
more like locust close up than
more typical finely lacy ferns.
Huppy growing in water, it can
reach heights of 6 feet.

CINNAMONFERN
(Osmunda cinnamomea):
Latge, strong, vigorous/ coarse,
and very conunon fern, growing
in arching circular clusters as individual plants from sturdy,
heavy rootstock covered with
thickly matted horsehairlike
roots. In late spring gloden cinnamon clublike fertile leaves easily
distinguish it from other spring

SHAGBARKHICKORY
(Carya oaata):
This tree has bark with peeling strips, but
they remain tight to the trunk. Huge light
green buds in spring presage many
pronged leaves (called "pinnately

compound") which turn yellow in fall. Inside the four-part thick green hull is an
edible nut. The wood is strong enough for
tool handles, provides long-burning
high heat firewood, and its smoke flavors
curing hams.

SQUAWROOT
(Co n opholi s amer i c ana) :
This plant has a beige or tan scaly
stalk, like a pine cone with

bumps. The bumps turn into
hooded yellowish flowers on a
6-7" plant, parasitic on tree roots,
especially oaks, during ]une

INDIAN CUCUMBER
ROOT
(Medeola uirginiana):
Leaves lance-shaped, in 2 whorls, one
of 5-9 leaves near the middle of the
stem and the other of 3-5 at the top.
Greenish-yellow flowers, usually hanging down beneath the upper whorl of
leaves. The berries are dark purple
and are held about the leaves. Found

in rich moist woods.

'

BLACK BIRCH
(Betula lenta):
A tall, straight, black-barked tree.
The young trunk bark is tight and
marked by thin horizontal stripes.
Broken fwigs have a delightful
wintergreen odor. This tree flowers
April-May and fruits AugustOctober.

PARTRIDGEBERRY
(Mitchella repens):
Partridgeberrlr is a low evergreen creeper. Its leaves are
less than 1" ir-Llength and are
green with tiny white veins. It
has twin white or pink fourpetalled blossoms at the end of
its stems, which result in single
bright red berries with two tiny
dimples each.

MAPLELEAF VIBURNUM
(V ib ur num a c e r ifolium) :
Leaves are 3-lobed, velvety-hairy
beneath, yellow and black dots
on undersides. Leaf bases and
stalks without glands, but
leafstalks do have small paired
stipules. Leaves 2-5", height to7 ft.

IACK-IN-THE-PULPIT
(Arisaema atrorubens):
This wildflower has a triplet of green
leaves, anlrwhere from 6-24' tall. Like
the May-Apple, the plant must grow
enough to produce a pair of triplet
leaves before it can flower, which is
when we see the greenish striped
"pulpit" (often with purple) under the
leaves. The pulpit is later replaced by a
cluster of bright red berries, the fruit.

PAPER BIRCH
(Betula papyrifera):
This is the tree everyone tends to think
of when they hear "birch." The young
saplings have shiny rich brown bark,
but develop the white, horizontally
peeling bark as they age. The leaves
can be used for atea, but it's not as
good as that made from black or yellow
birch. If you peel the white bark from
this birch, it will never grow back

white. And if you peel it too deep.

AMERICAN HORNBEAM
(Carp inu s c arl oini an a) :
Sometimes called lronwood. it is a
small tree with dark gay smooth bark
and has a leary ropy shape like muscles.
The cluster of seed-bearing bracts is

distinctive, but it's that smooth striated
small trunk that separates it most
clearly from the Hop Hornbeam.

AMERICAN HAZELNUT
(Corylus americana):
Hazelnut is a many-branched shrub that
looks like a bushy young tree. The leaves are
only slightly more finely-toothed than the
young birch in the Nursery neighborhood, so
examine candidates carefully. Both American and Beaked varieties exist along the nature trail, and along the uphill portions of the
trail on private land coming up from Bean
Station Road. The diagnostic
respective hazelnut shapes are beginning to
show inJuly.

SWEET FERN
ni a p er e grin a) :
Although the leaves look fernlike, the branches are slender

(Comp

to

woody twigs. This sun-loving
spreading2fit. plant is a
trail-side treat for now, as long
as this spot is still open enough
for it to grow. Crush a leaf and
inhale heaven.

GAYWING
oly gal a p au cifoli a) :
Also called Fringed Polygala
and Flowering Wintergreen,
because of broad evergreen
(P

leaves. A low dainty flower
with 2 flaring piok purple
wings. Petals united into tube.
It blooms June-October.

EASTERN HOP

HORNBEAM
(Ostrya airginiana):
Has bark that is light grayish-brown,
flaky bark with small peeling shaggy
segments. It is a small, slow-growing
kee, but will get larger than the American Hornbeam, and can develop odd
lumps and twists in the trunk as it
ages. Its seeds hang in a cluster that
looks like hops. Younger branches and
twigs are a very dark red.

CHRISTMAS FERN
chum a cr o s ti choi de s) :
Has broad green leaves on3-4"
wide fronds, narrow for a fern.
Its name is derived from the
evergreen characteristic of this
fern, which remains dark green
all winter, long after its delicate
cousins have shriveled.
(P oly s ti

WINTERGREEN
(G aul the ri a p r o cumb

e

n s) :

Note the thick, shiny, oval
leaves (1-2" .) ; evergreerL
slightly toothed, fragrant. Stem
creeping, with short erect
branches. The small, waxy,
egg-shaped flowers dangle
beneath the leaves. Fruit a
fragrant, dry red berry.

INDIANPIPE
(Monotropa uniflora):
These are white 6" tall ghostly,
waxy-looking stems with a nodding
top "bell" that unfolds from the
earth under dark trees in July. They
can be seen throughout the whole
trail. It turns black as it ages.

So HOW does a 900-mile hiking trail system get built
and stay open?

Volunteer sweat and member dues, that's how!
The Finger Lakes Trail Conference cannot function without the
support of hikers who enjoy these trails.
PLEASE join the FLTC.
Annual membership dues fund our programs and provide supplies for trail
upkeep at the ridiculous bargain price of less than 3 cents per mile.
In return, members receive a great quarterly newsletter, invitations to hikes
and weekend events, and endless trail work opportunities to GET
DIRTY AND DO GOOD!
If there are no FLTC membership flyers in the guidebook box, contact
the FLTC for a form.
Finger Lakes Trail Conference
6111 Visitor Center Road
Mt. Morris, NY 14510
585-658-9320 (fax 2390)
FLTinfo@fingerlakestrail.org
or check out the website and join us there:
www.fingerlakestrail.org

PLEASE JOIN US. WE CAN'T KEEP UP WITHOUT
YOUR SUPPORT.

This Publication is the
Property of the
FINGER LAKES
TRAIL
CONFERENCE
Removing this trail guide from the
forest will result in visitations from
howling banshees, Amway solicitors,
IRS auditors, swarms of bloodsucking
black flies, severe rashes, and warts.
Don't say we didn't warn you!

